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3rd - 5th Grade Ideas

These ideas are for the intermediate aged children. 3rd through 5th grader can do some of the more detailed projects. These can still be done without faces or pictures of the children!! Keep in mind, some of our bidders are not at this school but would love our works of art!!!

These are examples found on Pinterest or online.

Artwork created by the children made into a lazy susan. Keep in mind the artwork can be age appropriate

A wind chime created from the children’s hand painted artwork
These rocks can be used to make a tic tac toe game with a board made by the students.

A growth chart created by the students on a large piece of plywood using art.
3rd – 5th Grade Ideas

This set of dishes can be made by the students and the art can be age appropriate.

A bookshelf made of handprints or can be done with art done by the students.

Silent auction, class craft, school project – This is the bookcase I made last year.
3rd – 5th Grade Ideas

A mirror with a colorful frame with words or phrases

A vase with artwork created by the students
3rd – 5th Grade Ideas

To keep with the theme of America, the students can create a pattern using Popsicle sticks – each student can design several sticks and then add their name/signature.

The students can create a moonlight scene with puzzle pieces or mosaic artwork.
3rd - 5th Grade Ideas

A pallet turned into a flower bed with students painted art

This elements periodic table can be created by artistic drawing of each element and what it’s found in